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T: I’VE BEEN A TEXAN ALL 
MY LIFE---AND SUDDENLY
I JUST DON’T CARE J'



A BIT OF THE EDITOR'S / \<J/j\/

COMES THE RESURRECTION. . -

It was shortly before the end o5' Last year that the Last is
sue of CONFAB appeared. Then, before mir." ' .> "or another 
issue could be assembled, archery reared its head.

Archery is a sport in which I ve bean mildi’ interested fc-r 
some time. But about that time 1 discovered the existence 
of an archery club which was holding Gheir weekly winter
time shoots in a local garage, Ber'oro I cou^d reason with 
myself that no fan-editor in hla right mird has time for 
things such as learning to shoot the bow end arrow. there I 
was-—learning to shoot the bow and arrow.

The conditions under which the shooting was done made accur
acy with the weapon highly desirable, The target was placed 
in front of a brick wall at one end of the garage building 
and the archers stood at the opposite end. Arrows which did 
not hit the target obviously struck the brick wall behind it 
---and cedar shafts were never meant to be shot into brick 
walls- Replacement of these casualties (I discovered) soon 
ran into money and accuracy became n?g on ,y desirable but 
downright essential If J was to keep from bankruptcy.

The solution seemed obvious, I had to learn to hit the tar
get consistentlyo But that would come only "oom practice--- 
so practice I must. But this was certainly not the place 
for a novice to learn. So I constructed a makeshift target 
and placed it on a convenient vacant lot away from such 
potential hazards as brick walls. And there 1 practiced.

And while I practiced, the interest in fandom and fan-pub
lishing waned---and almost died. The volume of fanzines tha/ 
once flowed Into Box 634 slowed to a mere trickle. The let
ters finally stopped altogether. Freed from these di strac
tions, I devoted full time to bow-and-arrowing.

But, as it does to many fans after a siege of gafia, the 
time finally came when I paused to take stock of things and 
decided that this situation must not continue. Things were 
happening in fandom (not many, I'll admit, but a few) and I 
was first hearing about them months later. Fans were call
ing off their feuds and shaking hands again before I was 
even aware that they hadn't been on speaking Germs, The sad 
truth was that 1 was out of touch.

No longer did I find my name mentioned in. the fanzines. No 
longer did I find reviews of CONFAB. No longer did the neo- 
editors hopefully send me their fond first issues. This



must not happenI a . 
of arrows were laid. *aside- ■ brus
the spiders from their snug little 
And as I stood there surveying the 
proud——and a little lonely too#

I was a fan again#

Thu bow ar;.i the quiver 
■ the lusi f ■ 7 7y li t .•• .. <

1 wen In the ianax-dc -.f ipy typer# 
hpuits of my Lab^r 1 , I felt Aorta

UN POLICIES -PAST AND j dnihr.

heretofore, CONFAB has been appearing on a h-g.&ly irragular schedule 
(anywhere from three weeks to nine months bevuscr. lasu-os? It has beer; 
Intended mainly as a letterzine with the readers' letters being almost 
the entire bill-of-fare. It has seldom sported illustrations' or care
ful layouts0 It has been distributed on a freC'grat.1s basis This
has been the policy of CONFAB heretofore#

But, beginning,with this issue ■ these statements are no longer all 
str1ct1y true#
CONFAB ’will hereafter be publi shed on, a mprlhly schedule# No iKofe rn 
the nine-month gestating periods between issues.. -.ills' issue is sched
uled for the first of Sep*r.embero The next issue will appear n one

This issue still features letters as the main course, although I have 
given myself an extra page or two here to begin-things if; > 'CL/n 
the next several issues, J would like to start onlnLlng add:ilonaJ 
material——co iumne, articles, or what, have you. This ul of spurs q 
provided I can locate some agreeable writers# Fannlshness ip the pre- 
fei*red theme, but not to the complete exclusion of older aaqc.-.’--al The letters will continue to hold a featured spot , but 1 would 13£ewto 
enlarge the mag to include addjClonal material.

As you can see, I have put a bit more work into the layout of^ Chis is
sue 9 complete to* a cover llo-. Covers will probably continue’ in this 
general style.. again, provided I can contact some ambitious fan- 
artists. Interior illos will beglii next issue As < last resort/ I 
flight even do them myself. In other words,- I'm working for a ‘more 
presentable mag„.................................................. 1

Aid now we come to that statement about the free-gratis di str '.bull erm 
The policy on this point is not quite so definite. E e??yx hing jjejaends 
on how well the subjects of the two preceding paragraphs car^ bo worked 
out, If I can make arrangements with suitable columnists and writers 
and artists who will keep me supplied with suff’lcier-' material to pub
lish the kind of mag I would Liie.r sot 24 p$ges a month, I do mon in
tend to continue the free dietrl bution* There wdll then be a sub
scription price The amount will depend on what I. t’r< uk the mas? is 
worth, both quantity- and qualtily'w/lse. in corDpariEon with she rest of 
the fieldr Until such time, thoiigh CONFAB will cent J nue to t > dis
tributed w 11 h j ut c liarge-

This then will be the policy of CONFAB hereafto^-



THOSE REPRODUCTION BLUES..,or . ... . . - 1’TC ■

A flat-bed ditto can be a dastardly, back-biting critter, I speak 
from experienceo I’ve had one of the blankety-blank things for sev
eral years now, and I’ve used it for all my fan-pub11shing. Al first 
it worked fine—no complaints, But more recently it has taken up the 
exasperating habit of putting a big purple smear across the, printed 
page. The first half-dozen pages of the letters arc probably prime 
examples in most of the copies.

This certainly wasn’t in keeping with the more careful reproduction 
I’d had in mind for this issue. I determined to correct the situation, 
Mumbling something about ''00.no mere machine, ,! . I tackled it with 
avengeance and pliers and screwdrivers, And I couldn’t do ito

The thing works fine when I use a new, virgin sheet of paper. The 
trouble starts when I start to print the reverso side of the sheet. 
Then the rubber pressure roller seems to pick x;p some of the purple 
stuff from the printed side of the cheat and irgeneou.sly transfer it, 
in the form of a smear, to the back-side of the next sheet.

First, my suspicions were directed at the rubber roller, I scrubbed 
it with ditto fluid and with soaj) and water; I scraped, it with a sharp 
knife; I even used sandpaper. The succeeding tost run was a bitter 
disappointment. Next I tackled the felt wick and steel roller "which 
feeds the fluid to the papero I tore the whole thing apart, scrutin
ized it carefully, and reassembled it. And still no improvement.
There being no other working parts to the thing, I decided the rubber 
roller must be the culprit. Possibly a now roller would correct the 
situation, but who was I to spend five bucks on a new roller, when the 
whole machine probably wasn’t worth much more than that.

Then my fannish mind pondered on how one goes about correcting offset 
troubles with a m^meo. Of course... Slip-sheeting,’ But who ever 
heard of slip-sheeting on a ditto? But then, who was I to falter in 
the face of ridicule when I might he on the verge of an important dis
covery? I put the theory to the test. As the sheet was run through 
the machine, a sheet of mlmeo paper was run through with it, between 
the copy sheet and that dirty, old pressure roller. And... Eureka’ 
It worked’ 

Which just goes to 
of doing, -until he

show, a fan never knows what he is really capable 
is put to the test.

CONVENTION REPORT, ANYONE?

I’m hereby begging on bended knee for a report on the World Gon for 
the next issue. If anyone would like to do a report and would like to 
see it get into print before the convention as been almost forgotten 
as a topic of discussion (it has happened) let me hear from you. I 
can promise you immediate publication.

See you in a bigger and better (I hope) #13...



DEAN A, GRENNELL, A02 Maple Avef, Fond du Lac. Wirc^.

CONFAB #10 in and appreciated* Liked the ESHM drawings as 
always. Say, have you heard anything out of Ron lately? He 
wrote last spring and said that he was being shipped to Ger
many or somewhere and would send his new address from thereo 
Haven11 heard a word out of him since and T have a bunch nf 
mags with his work in them here waiting to be sent him if 1 
ever hear where to send them,

CONFAB #11 on hand too. (nice to see this comfortable old Jot 
turning.up again*)o In answer to your comments on EdCo's 
letter:

1 cou2d discuse guns $ I suppose, since I have some minor in
terest in and knowledge of them and I might talk about sports 
cars and women but I don't know too much about either of 
those except that you can spend a lot of money on them and 
they are both hard to catch going around corner'o

But I had a lot of fun last summer, plqoping about beneath 
the surface of a small' lake upstate a wavs', tt's about 3 
miles long by a mile or so wide and God-knowc -how. deep0 1 
didn't get around to learning how to swim at all till J was 
18 and have been no more than indifferent' at it ever sinceo,, 
could maybe swim 100 feet without touching bottom if I had 
to, but not much more,

I guess it was from reading Cousteau’s THE SILENT WORLD or 
something but I got interested in diving last winter and 
this spring I bought a faceymask, a snorkel and a pair of 
fins for my feet. With these I proposed to explore the Mys
terious Green Depths,

First time I tried them it was barely past the first of May 
and upland lakes in Wisconsin, at that time of year are COLD, 
Considering that, I had trouble controlling my breathing. 
The mask fits over your nose and you are supposed to breathe 
through the snorkel with your mouth. But when the water is 
cold and you are inexperienced, you are apt to try to breathe 
through both, get nothing, panic a bit, try to pany, can’t 
do that either and .come grampussing to the surface, snorting 
and sprayingo Thus with meo 

% * * < . ! ’
But later on, as I got more-practice and-the water got warm
er,.!! was easier, I found T could keep afloat with almost 
no effort whatsoever and the snorkel eliminated the trouble- 
come business of fighting to keep nose and mouth above the 



surface The fins gave my fee* - amazing ' mount o" addl ; aonal Thrust 
and the mask kept the water 6u of my eyes<, thru dea 'c
paddle at my 1 e.< si -e for hundred:’. of yards at a iimo go wk? ng dowr^ 
through the wa" er and pla oddly gurp i ’n^ ..hrov^h i he sr. rhe?. .

As far as exploring the deeper part of the Lake I didn’to Water 
pressure on. the ears increases rapidly as you go doin’ and L found that 
my "floor was about 20-24 feet derm The bottom at that depth isn't 
greatly different from what it is closer in to shore-. You see some 
fish* it 1 s true. but it's *llego3 to try to spear them In this state*» 
on ch; I suppose you could spear rough fish such as. car.; but her^? 
aren’t any of those in tha? part 1 cuLav lake ‘that 1 ever saw...

I
Why bother going down then? Well, I suppose you cruLd say Lkujjn ..t ’ ? 
like visiting a different world. tr?te; though that may sounds It 's 
Interesting to watch fish in Gheir natural element and it s highly in
triguing to experiment with the r ul? 1ficotior of gravity you encounter 
once immersed in the water t quite e do" o hang motionless and 
suspended in the water, every slrgle muscle totally relaxedf moving up 
and down as you breathe through the tube. Sorr of like free-fall; if 
you know what J mean.

Next 'year 1 hope to work oui some kind of arrangement to permit me < ; 
get at least a few extra breath.?, while down • 1 hex?* f can \ quite see 
laying out $180 or so for an Aqua-Lung o ? similar device but 1 m 
going to see what J can rig up or get ahold of? Au it Is nov , I have 
to come up evex’y minute or boc J can stay down for as juc-h as a mln- 
ute and 45 seconds if 1 don't move but any exert 1 on cu.ti down on the 
tine, You can t do much in that length of time*

So there's a few words on skin-dJvirg and does any of he readership 
have any interest in sail-boats9

((The skin-diving sounds like great sport, Dean al
though I have never been a swimmer of any sorts* Floating: 
has been my limit and that only in water shallow enough to 
permit me to get my feet under me in ease's of necessity--- 
which seemed to be fairly often as I. recall.

The Aqua-Lung should be a real addition to the skin- 
diving equipment, but 1 dldr t realise they tore that expen
sive c What little knowledge I have of them 'outside of see
ing; Godfrey wallow in cne on TV'» was gained . rem watching 
the local life-guard operate In a drowning case here some 
time back. The equipment purchased by the city only a. shorn, 
time before proved itself quite valuable ar the time.

Sail-boats are rather rare around here. Dean.. There are 
a number of outbohrd mbtoi' ■ islas’ ab< tr but guess there 
isn t a large enough body of water available for sai ling..

And while on this general subject: j 'm ucually nd much 
in the line of outdoor sportn , outside of sene occasional 
flailing, but Ixave taken up archery during the past several 
months* I've found it to be a very interesting (and time 
and money cc^qjruing,) pastime.. Is there anyone else among us 
who is interested m the subject?

I haven't had a word from FlESHI4an for a couple? of



t n »w. 1 nt a fra '• o ■. -q been
lut .ave hc,d most of them on hano. 
t . ir turns )}

using a lot of his 11 Los 
for some time? await Ing

L.fG. <<7 EL, 5 Piayfield St , Dundalk 2?- Md, 

: c Last Lrjrea 3 saves of CONEAB dj d not conta in my letter of rebuttal 
to numerous critics of my expose of unethical fan editors and my ex- 
planations about EEEvansQ Lest some think 1 vras either without cour
age or lacked rebuttal arguments? would you print this making the 
facts known? All T can ascertain from your not printing my last letter 
to you is that you have tired of controversy and dropped it for that 
rea sen..

x. my criticism of ELEvans who spoke disparagingly of Ellison and 
the Detroit teenage fans; I have since been forced to the conclusion 
that Evans may be correct in his estimation of teenage fans being 
thoroughly irresponsible? chough 1 still had found --vans himself some
what "high-hatr when I attempted to converse with him at the Philcon, 
Therefore 1 would like to admit his estimation is right and hence to 
retract my defending of teenage fans*

you are curious as to why, it has to do with two teenage fans who 
acted just the way Evans said teenage fans do acto Ellison, whom 1 
defended against Evans' disparaging remarks has set out for reasons 
best known to himself to "feud" with me and has talked Mason into 
helping him; Mason as you may know attempted to label me as anti-Sem
itic etc in wEiWIGO; while Ellison has been making poisen-pen letter 
charges about me

The other teenage fan who caused me to concur with Evans is Ron Ellik 
who has a dislike of anyone prejudiced against teenage fans and feels 
teenage fans should be allowed to use water guns, etc at Cons, I told 
Ellik I thought a certain amount of teenage antics should be allowed 
and that J would certainly judge any teenage fan on his intelligence 
rather than his physical age0

bo when Evans made his crack about teenage fans, 1 showed Ellik, also, 
my sincerity and sonsistency by publicly stating several places 1 
thought Evans was off base and prejudicialo Ellik replied later to me 
in a hot letter for attacking his friend Evans, and acted very contra
dictory seeing as how I was backing him up»

Ellik*s oeer bottle throwing out of 
to my embarrassment but the beating

hotel windows was tossed in my face 
I took from that also meant nothing

So taking ooth Ellison and Ellik into account, my issue with Evans 
over his crack about teenage fans has netted me nothing but trouble 
from Evans5 friends; besides the fact that the two teenage fans, whom 
my statement was meant, to support, themselves,- for contrary reasons 
best known to themselves- have decided I am their enemy.

to mattei* ao^ Evans may have rubbed me personally, I am forced to con 
cede that he is right about the irresponsibility and Immaturity of



■, e enage fan s who o b v'.. ; o' ; 
tude

lie meaning of Lhe word

I would deem it a great prv.viledgc* ■' you would prim. LrJ •. c a to Let. 
ter so that readers will knew why • Look issue with IT .vs ar ri uLy I am 
now apologizing to him and to any of his friends who Look exccpi • on tc 
what .1 said.

(.(Sorry if you felt tha".- I‘d shorted you of your say in 
the controversy a few issues rm jaui'i. my ntention
As I recall, the letter you -ofer to .?j rived shortly after 
issue #9 4 is pu. togethe- hen came .he uj.ae-month lay-off 
before I go I around to wc'f:l'g on fie, and picking letters 
for that issue, ’ decided noL to '.icl..'.o yours as " feared 
you might oeject to having it appear such a late date.

The floor is always ope?- to anyeze uhc has steal to 
blow off and is certainly also open uo any replies or rebui- 
talso OK?))

BILL COURVAL, 4215 Cherokee P&.,, Smi riego 4, 3c jJ 1.,

I*m sorry I didn't. comment on #10 like I led you to believe but 
dammitt, all those dated letters dien' inspire mo* Thanks Fo 1 giving 
me another chance,--

Gad; you've gotten more slimmer ana less controversy? l than #10 was, 
Also-, the illos are gone* You didn't try to remedy -be sltuat-on by 
padding it with something by you either* Tsk. tsk. looks Ao m-o as if 
you're in one of those pessimistic moods that preczrAo «c fame’s often 
find themselves in, That is, they get mad at fundc? because ' hey L'z 1 
they have been badly treated by it-. They then put ou:, a belov-pc-r- 
issue embodying the mood of Jf th.? fare Ilk3 ?t, good I * r. ?y dor 
t’hell with ’em* 3 IL get out of fandom then- The AaM us- - .I'; 
sense this and oblige the ed with I ’d?fferenee.

Bearing in mind that <hiB Invaluable example of m; superior ' r; *t- 
processes might go the way of the onus to SFR J conu1 ue to- 
(Oh the cross we fen bear )

I xooj am a believer scat the grovrirg pains SP i Abut u’ku.
prove to be fatal. True the writers are trying Lc 1. asont .3 • /} tn 
uni ver sal truths as opposed to the iciea'.s (o-” udiver-:,' uin'.r 1 .i u h? 
were predominant in the ere' of the V/l 1 Hansons . ■.'..ur.t '.zus , Ha:?? ‘.tons: 
Leinstera, etc -, but in this replacing, of remr^ by J.ltsm Lb? nevr 
school of writers has taught me only one thing> Tr.ey can't rfte A 
Gunn or a Young will tell me that a woman has to sit ^’zen she goes to 
the head like anybody else. and a Williamson will portray her as a 
vessel of a LI the tender spiritual qualities '<Ch oh o.zc am going l u 
read? Williamson, of course, because he says it i. hell of a 1st be - 
ter than Gunn, I've been sampling Huxley. W ?1 lb Joyce, Pro ..t and r 
few others and from them I have ieaxmed only one creed, THGu ~h<AL»T 
NOT SUFFER. BAD WRITING TO BE READ, If the r ere’/ ft do z good 
Job then give SF back to the idealists,



((Pm afraid • c using an erroneous standard by which 
you re judging CCWYLB bj starting out with issue #10 as you 
did. All the e^cli^r Issues were more on the order of #11 
(no lllos of any kind) than #10. which was the .only issue 
up until now to have £ cove*
number» How does this Issue strike you. aside from the’fact 
that it’s late?

You’re way off base, lad, if you figure I've gol a mad 
on at fandom, I certainly don t feel (and never have) that 
I‘ve been badly treated Ipy fandom n pore-’al* or §.nyufans In

Icular-j In fact, T migh- \ 1th al ■ modesty. thai 
most all of my efforts in the fan ■■iold have been, received 
rather wello And that #11 Issued our o as*heok wasn’t put out 
with any such attitude on my part as you describe/ It was 
small because J had only a few letters to put in it and J 
didn4t ’pad’ it, as you say / because I was mighty busy and 
wanted to get the Issue finished before the holiday seasons 
As for the readers being indifferent to that #11 rbelow-par" 
issue, response to #11 was 2 to p tires that of #JOn

Oh the cross we faneds bear!

1. M, CARR. 5M 9 Ballard Ave/, Wash.

Hpeaking of fannish p elm omens . Stan Vloolston mentioned the must 
baffling and mysterious of them all -- the NFFF, This organization 
continues to be the despair and delight of fandom: -t creeps along 
like an overwatered house-plant . offering oh 'infinity c “ karren foliage 
but never seeming to mature into blossoms pf bchic*vtrant, 1 won t
die -- but it never really burgeons into hcaluhy 11 This organisa
tion has the potential of being really helpful and of use to fpms? 
The only thing is, it never seems to get beyond the ''potential’ stage z- 
no matter how hard the individual acti’members world at ita The reason 
of course, is simple -- fannish an&rp^y^ Thp bir^hni nation is forever' 
plagued by attempts to re-organise; tp set dp channels of authority; 
to establish responsibility* Inhere 1$, np nossdlJlM of ever achiev
ing this because there is no real leadership possible, Here in NFFF 
the principle of "^overnntent by consent ^?f the governed' is brought to 
its ultimate. And since there is no way of cdmpell.ng obedience (as 
thei'e is In even the most democratic of civic governments) ‘there can 
never be a full and complete ’consent of the governed.'1- .No miler how 
willing to cooperate the fans are, if just one or ^wo refuse the vol
untary acceptance of responsibility the entire chain of activity break-- 
dovm. Once it does, there is no way of bridging the broken linko One 
Committee Chairman who accepts the job and then neglects it, can 'and 
does, often) bottleneck the activity of all the rest. If lu were pos
sible to collect all the stencils that somebody offered to run off, 
end then forgot in a bottom drawer some place: or all the manuscripts 
tint someone offered to cut on stencil and waited for someone to send 
rhe money for the stencils; or all the matepial which somebody else 
mothered t.o compile into a "benefit" and then wdh <l?Htr£bte<! by girts 
or snorts cars or any of the other hazards to adoles-ceni fandor -- 
NFFIC would have so many "benefits' it would use all <-helr r?3 amuc-1 
dues In postage alone* Probably the only thing wh.1 ch 'could cure th.) s 
an: ruby would be to Impose economic penal LIe.-.- . .. v ’no '. ?.e .



require a $100 performance bond In the form of a legally valid promis
sory note-. If the volunteer pubV shor or stencil cutter or Committee 
Chairman had not performed what he promised by the date promised, the 
promissory note to be turned over to a collection agency□ I’ll her 
there would be a flurry of activity then....... But that idea too is 
merely another leaf on the fruitless vine which is NFFF- Wo could 
be found that could be trusted to hold the notes?

The question, "What is the response, percentagewise, to your fanzine?" 
brings up the interesting point of what do you regard as ‘response"- 
Personally, T should say that the response to my GEMS (KES is well over 
100%, because I use my fmz as trading material (or did, until X dis
continued the practice) and 1 kept finding more and more fmz sent to 
me than I had sent out until the total swelled to a point that is 
quite a different thing- In the next-to-last issue of GZ, I sent out 
about 28 copies outside of FAPA. (mostly to waiting listers)- From 
those 28, I received 11 letters of comment for the letter column and 
several others which did not go for publication- I'd say, therefore 
that the response was approximately 50% on that group- However, the 
number of comments in review columns; the number of fanzines received 
in exchange - - these things also must be included as "response' - 1
have noticed that the fans who most often reply with a letter of com
ment \re those who publish a fmz, but pub so irregularly that they do 
not want to wait for their next ish to reply. But since 1 never send 
GZ to a non-pushing fan on a sub basis, this picture may be way off- 
people who pay for a fmz have no obligation to comment on It, Why 
should they? — they paid for it- And the sad truth, which ampubbers 
are reluctant to recognize, is that to send a fanzine to a non-pubber 
is to "cast pearls before swine" metaphorically speaking. They may bo 
willing to pay for it, but they can never have any idea of what they 
are buying unless,they, themselves, have tried to publish and/or edit 
one, Even if they did comment, it would probably be some stupidity 
like, "What's THAT got to do with stf?r or, "Fanzines are supposed to 
be about science fiction' or whatever notion they happen to have. 
Fanzines are not "supposed" to be about anything whatsoever except 
what the edltor/publisher happens to want to publish- But subscribers 
can’t be expected to know that- They Judge a fanzine by the same 
standards as any other prozine they purchase --- and the fanzine comes 
off very poorly in the comparison- it is a waste of time and effort 
to sell fanzibes to non-pubbers; but .it is the height of futility to 
send free copies and expect any adequate response. Unless the recipe 
lent happens to be a potential ampubber Just waiting to be introduced 
to the hobbyr the fanzine is wasted. Even members of oneJs own family 
c; n do no more than give an amiable (if patronizing) pat on the head — 
more for the pleasure of seeing one^s expectation than from any appre
ciation of the gift- Thtry probably regard it with the same fond tol
erance that a Grandmother shows toward the First-Grader’s crayon- 
scribbled "Valentine" — and appreciate it in just the same way- To 
expect adequate or sensible letters of comment from this type of publ?c 
is just plain wishful thinking- The sad truth is that even the best 
fanzines are just so much crud in the eyes of non-pubbers .and non-fans-

((Tn speaking of "percentage of response" to fanzines.
I was referring to the number of letters of comment as coo- 

• pared to the number of copies of the mag mailed out- 50%



is mighty vine . GLiZIKC, but r seriously doubt if
it would be anywhere near.^that high IT the cir< •. tlon was 
several times that 2c figure* Law of diednishing returns, 
or some such thinfe. Response to the last CONFAB was much 
better than on #10 — nearly.20%. I could no doubt raise 
that percentage quite a bit by whittling the mailing list 
down considerably. But- I 'll settle for the 20% and be 
happyo))

TERRY' CARR, j 34 Cambridge St., San. Francisco 24. Calif.

Well by Ghod-. you made it with another C0NFAE2 Very, very welcome 
Indeed0

As to the response I've got on my fmz...well. VULCAN rarely got over 
about 10%, but this latest DIASPAR got around 20%, l‘d say. Mainly 
because I cut off a lot of deadwood when making up. the .mailing list, 
and also because of a rather controversial article in the issue. NON
SENSE, my erstwhile hektoed cartoonsine , averaged 5% to 10%, which 
is pretty good, I guess, for a little zine like that which took only 
2 or o minutes to read and was immediately forgotten.

Which brings me to Steve Schultheis’ observation that a fanzine can be 
judged on the length of time it takes to read it« ft"s pretty good 
for fanzines of a purely fannish nature, which take little concentra
tion ...but how about something like INSIDE or SKYHOOK which, while
highly enjoyable, 
the gray matter?

also call for a certain amount of manipulation of 
There the system of evaluation breaks down.

Will say, though, that CONFAB has always been read in one sitting 
every single time. I can't think of ary other fanzine offhand, which 
can make that statement. (Anthoporaorphism, anyone?)

Was thinking today about the old line "fanzine writing helps one who 
wants to become a professional writer," Well, that’s my aim, and I've 
certainly done enough fanzine writing. The usual benefits cited are 
criticism by fans and incentive to wrile when one isn’t good enough to 
sell to the pros. Trouble is that very few fans- pay much attention to 
fanfiction, so consequently there's little comment or any stories 
which get printed...and very damned few fanzines even print it, there
by taking away the incentive to write. Offhand I can think of three 
or four fmz today which print an occasional bit of"fiction, no more. 

But I find that fanwriting has helped me, and in an entirely different 
way than the aboven The matter of "slanting" material for a certain 
market is highly Important in pro-writing, and it’s also important in 
fandom (which I learned well when handling the /fMp/). I've beer- 
writ Ing steadily and fairly heavily for three years or so now. During 
that time there has been only one fanzine which I set my sights on 
that I couldn't get material in (FANTASIAS, which rejected two or three 
things of mine and then folded). I've been constantly slanting my 
fan-writing thereby acquiring a pretty good eye for how to do it pro
fessionally.

All of which is not to say that I’m in fandom for the good it will do



me5 or even that it has dene me th-t nveh good (I could have learned 
slanting methods faster by plain study at it), but.merely to suggest 
that fandom can be all things to all fom..

And on that profound observation, I’ll go*

((I think most everyone benefits from, be Ing in fandom in one 
way or another* The audience for would-be writers. artists 
and editors (those who hope to do such work professionally) 
is the most apparent and possibly the least important* I 
think more is" to be gained from the antral exchange of view- 
points and ideas» And on thrt prof >uid do«vation.« ,„))

DICK LUPOFF (current address uncertain) 

** *Your remarks on reader response shock mo. 
ate plant meant to shock someone? ’

Or were they a deliber~

Regardless, 7% response is disgraceful Two or three times that is 
disgraceful* What do these parasites think you’re publishing CONFAB 
for, profit? Bad enough on a subzine where, the editor still loses 
money; at least the subbe.rs contribute some tiling to the cause* But 
when you expend the time and effort—’-and yes, the emm oh en oe al: 
money■—that you do on an absolute free-an-request slinon-pure giveaway- 
"•you even pay the postage out of your own pocket--and they don’t have 
the decency to drop a 2% poctsarcd in the caail, simply aclmdwkedglng 
receipt of each issue*♦*phooey’

Anybody who falls to respond to two. or at the most, at the very out
side most, three issues, cut 'em off* The hell with ’em, And If 
that would leave you with such a small circulation that C isn’t worth 
the while then drop it* Much as I hate to give that advice If Just 
for the selfish motive of my own continued enjoyment, I wanna see CON
FAB coming out fat and frequent for a long. long time.

But don’t knock your ,head against a brick wall, wasting your time and 
effort and money for a bunch of boobs who don’t Imo:; or care enough to 
sit down and write a note saying "Thanks for C; please continue send
ing* ” 7% indeed*

((I’m afraid fan-pubbing doesn’t work out that way Dick., 
Not unless you happen to publish a QUANDRY or a PSYCHOTIC or

• a similar high-type zine* Maybe then you could make that 
20% response I mentioned a few pages back look sick. Maybe 
not, though- Larger zines have larger circv.lations ?nd must 
pull many more letters than CONFAB to make that 20^. With a 
circulation of about 70, 14 letters will give 20^’ response 
but if your circulation is 150 or 200, you’ll need 30 or 40 
letters* I don't have any figures on OUADDF1 or GOj? vul or 
GHUE or PSYCHOTIC or HYPHEN, so I can’t speak with any au
thority, but 20% still doesn’t seem ’like too bad a responser 
’Twould be nice if every fan-ed could expect 100% response* 
I’ll bet circulations would be cut down to a fraction of 
what they are nowi. Theoretically, it would, be possible to 
get 100% response to CONFAB by just sending the mag to the 



persons who consist.?■-. ment on it. A total of about 15 
copies would do the job. I believe. But, in addition to 
those who do the bulk of the letter writing, there are also 
a. good number of other fan^ds who send me their mag in re
turn for getting CONFAB. This group makes up the majority 
of my mailing list. Then there are a few others who don’t 
publish or comment frequently, but they’ve requested the mag 
and usually write from time to time. So, actually, if I

: j count all this as response, I might say that I do have close 
Uto 100 % response.))

ED COX, 984 So. Normandie, Los Angeles 6. Calif.

...In re NFFFFFFFF. Let’s abolish it. Sorry Stan, but let’s face 
facts.

First, th© NJF doesn’t do anything for anybody. • Nothing that any in
terested person, really interested, can’t do for themselves. .It is 
unwieldy for another thing. This ties in with the first statement.

If the members were actively interested in whatever the.NJF is supposed 
to be for, there wouldn’t be all the mess, confusion, buck-passing and 
little work done that there is. But you must face this fact. All the 
work will fall on a few. ' The .type of person who is needed in the or
ganization, but isn’t in any numbers at all, is the active fan who is 
busily issuing his own fanzhe and tied up in other activities in that 
line that interest him. Why should he be slaving in a Lavrs organisa* 
tion with vastly smaller amounts of egoboo when he can be’ issuing 
FANZOOM.’ with much, much more personal recognition and enjoyment?

They just will not J Nobody is going to volunteer for work* The pro
portion of organization type workers is very small compared to the 
drone types in any organization along the lines of the NFFF. The 
worker won’t last long due to wlslng-up, getting tired, geuds among 
the few workers and brass, etc.

The boom in stf is over now.. It’s settling down to " steadyness that 
is needed to bring out the quality stf writing as of yore. So there 
won’t be the steady influx of mildly Interested readers who once joined 
the NFFF in encouraging streams. And who as steadily drooped out at 
the expiration of their membership when they found it wasn’t much of 
anything and all the promises of ’’benefits” didn’t shew up. Possibly 
also because they were asked to lend a hand in the actual work.

No, let’s let the NFFF die. It, like WEIRD TALES, Ie out of date and 
deserves to rest* Fandom, so far, has exhibited an abnormally clan
nish bent. It works best in circles, many of them inter fringing and 
overlapping, but small groups- The followings of different fanzines, 
small a jay outfits and the like. An organization like the NFFF tries 
to be won’t work by trying to encompass the whole shebang and lure 
newcomers into the mad whirl.

The members who might become active in one way or 
would have on their own. How else do you suppose

another probably 
the ranks of fandom



find steady replacements i-...... ...'.■.u dx’Pp QUt$

If I*m not mistaken (and X haven’± time to res 
mss I have here), the ori ■ 
what was, at t . .following of * B^y GRW, wl .ch the c ctlw fans. I
don’t believe it was supposed to eno ^ass ishi f in
and hundreds (even thousand.:)* But J 'j../’: latu LI. . :. x'.th x: fur-
ther information.-.

Just this: Nobody loses if the NEFF '1; ;kv. 
gains much dither. Except the few w 10 io ?1 1 

‘7? tv geos on. nobody 
v and not all the

headaches. Don’t sweat it, Stan. How can you tovot: ’ line to it when 
you’ve still to >lish The 01 . a: i 1 ive J . . •

((X*ve been wondering how long it wilS y...e someone to 
i come out with these words regarding . o I; i - If. xoo. win 

the gold-plated aigar.
r?3 usually boon riding the xj:.:^ \s':^ discussion of 

the organisation cane up, but wi!2. not bhat you’ve ex
pressed my opinions pretty well.

Several years ago, when I i'lr. t became Interested in 
fandom. I asked someone (I won’t me avion a:.iy vamos because 
I’m not sure ^uot who it was acw; whether tho^ thou 
NJF membership would benefit mo. The aivico given was that 
the contacts gained, from cuch a co.-rb-. flight be .,i’ oome 
benefit to a neo lu^orested in becoming _
neo already had some contuotc with frv.Jo;: I ;~.irr-
ing clubs would of fax little* I’w :ao7or ;;oirxd, a: < 
frankly5 I can’t seo thx/t I’ve missed uueh hub ti'v . 
everyone to his owi:. pet labor of love, Juxt j.ook at Xi:y 
faneditor.))

CONFAB
Bob Peatrowsky 
Box 634 
Norfolk. Nebr.
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